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NAILS
Sex addiction and its
perils, from pop culture to
Wall Street BY GINA SALAMONE

by Megan Basham

D

avid Duchovny just checked
out of sex-addiction rehab,
and his lawyer says treatment
was a success. But while the
“Californication” star is doing
better, the problem may be
getting worse here in New York.
Local sex therapists are seeing an increase
in patients from the ﬁnance ﬁeld, and a link
between the dipping Dow and bad behavior.
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n The frequency and intensity of the
behavior increases.
n There’s a signiﬁcant impact on
the person’s life. “It has affected
relationships, career, health, ﬁnances,
and that’s true with a lot of addictions,”
Alpert explains.
n Lying. “There are a lot of lies that go
along with sexual addiction,” Conway
says. “They just compound with more
lies, and people can forget what they’re
even lying about.”
n Continuing the behavior when the
addicts have a lot to lose. “Part of them
is obviously aware of the great risk, but
they continue despite that,” says Alpert.
n Compulsive behaviors. “Even someone
who is looking at pornography for four
or ﬁve hours a day, when they’re doing
this every day, they’re missing out on
other things,” Conway says.
n Failed attempts to stop the behavior. “A
person saying, I’m not going to do this
anymore, this is the last time [and not
following through],” says Conway.
n Problems at work. “I’ve had people come
in as a result of being caught at work
looking at pornography online, e-mails
from women or prostitutes, escort
services that they’re viewing,” Conway
says.

KID CO-OPS
With the high cost of child care, working moms
are sharing the responsibility with others

W

BY ELOISE PARKER

ith more and more
families needing two
incomes to survive,
many moms are exploring new avenues
for affordable, cost-effective child care.
“In the last few months it’s become
one of the most popular topics of
conversation, especially with the
fear and anxiety around the economy,” says Romi Lassally, founder of
Truemomconfessions.com, who has
seen her message boards awash with
women wondering how best to handle
spiraling child-care costs on ever-shrinking budgets.
“For one infant, child care can cost
anywhere from $3,800 to $13,000 per
year. For most families, it’s the second
largest budgetary item after the mortgage or rent,” admits Sheila Lirio Marcelo, founder and CEO of Care.com, which
helps families ﬁnd local child care.
But for the many moms wondering
how to tackle this dilemma, there are
several options.
“Around 50% of families now turn to

relatives for help, but you need to make
sure they can be consistent. You should
also check in with your school districts
and your county for low-income alternatives,” suggests Marcelo. “You might
qualify for some subsidization. Another
option is talking to your employer about
telecommuting, which is great if you
have older kids and can get work done
from home.”
“One of the solutions I’ve
seen has been that women
are sharing baby-sitters or
offering to take each other’s kids,” says Lassally,
who herself shares parenting duties with her sister-in-law on weekends.
Brooklyn mom Sherry
Davey took the idea of babysitter sharing one step further
and founded a baby-sitting co-op with
four other local moms.
“We work because we have to pay the
bills, and we also work irregular hours,”
explains Davey, who now takes care of
between three and seven children for a
few hours a week. In return, her daugh-

ter Lily is taken care of for the same
number of hours by each of the other
moms.
“It’s like a structured play date and
I don’t have to keep paying $90-$100
just to walk out of the door for a few
hours,” says Davey. “We were pretty formal about the rules from the beginning
because we didn’t want there to be any
misunderstandings, so everybody
keeps their hours. As soon as we’ve
picked someone up, we text their
mom and tell them we have
them, so everyone knows
where everyone’s child is.
All our kids are in the same
class, so we know them really
well. We know their homework schedule and all of their
dietary requirements and it’s
fun for them all to have someone to
play with.”
Almost three years after starting the
co-op, Davey is convinced she has found
the answer to her child-care woes.
“We’ve lucked out,” she shrugs. “It
really does take a village to raise children these days.”

‘For many, it’s the
second largest
budget item after
rent.’
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Therapists say Duchovny’s addiction is increasingly common.

them come right out and say, ‘I’m stressed. This is how I deal
with it. It’s not the worst thing in the world. I’m not using drugs.’
But when it starts to increase, then it’s a problem.”
According to Alpert, many of these men consider going to an
Asian massage parlor during their lunch break normal. “The
service received may include being masturbated or even oral
sex,” he says. “This has increased, as reported by several of my
clients. Instead of going once a week, maybe they’re going three
or four times a week. And these are married men.
“I’m also seeing clients who utilize escort services, visit S&M
parlors and strip bars almost nightly,” he adds. “With the sex
addict, where there’s a risk and danger, there’s often a rush.
This temporarily satisﬁes their craving.”
According to Jodi Conway, a sex addiction specialist based in
New Jersey, stress from the struggling ﬁnancial markets is the
kind of trigger that leads addicts to resort to “maladaptive
coping mechanisms.”
“I’ve had a few guys that have come in from Wall Street, and I
have brokers that have ofﬁces out here in New Jersey,” she says.
“A couple have been caught through work, or on their at-work
laptops, exchanging e-mails or looking at pornography, which is
something that’s part of that sexual addictive behavior.
“I’ve had two people [in ﬁnance] that have been referred to
me in the last two or three weeks that have gotten in trouble at
work because of that,” she adds.
Most sex addicts have experienced some type of trauma in
childhood, such as sexual or emotional abuse, according to
Conway. “This becomes a way of dealing with their families, by
numbing their feelings, as all addictions do,” she explains.
A new movie and book on the topic, combined with Duchovny’s admission to being a sex addict in August, has brought the
issue into the spotlight.
Sam Rockwell stars as a sex-obsessed con artist who even
seduces his mom’s doctor in the recently released movie
“Choke.” And that character has nothing on Susan Cheever, the
65-year-old upper East Side author who counts her mom’s
oncologist among her conquests. In her memoir “Desire: Where
Sex Meets Addiction,” released Tuesday, she explores “the question of where does passion end and addiction begin.”
In “Desire,” Cheever writes that unlike with alcohol and drug
problems, obsession with sex is often applauded and embraced.
“It’s hidden because we think it’s great,” she says. “The more
proposals a woman has, the more lovers she has, the better, and
it’s even more true with men. We’re in the very slow process of
waking up to the facts of addiction, that it has nothing to do with
will power and that it requires treatment. We realized it ﬁrst with
alcoholism, then with eating disorders, and we may soon realize
it with sex.”
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Psychotherapist Jonathan Alpert reports a jump in sexaddicted men at his Manhattan practice in the past six months.
“Since early spring, maybe late winter, there’s just been an
increase, and I believe it might have something to do with the
economy,” he says. “A lot of the Wall Streeters use sex as a way
to cope with stress. Bankers do tend to rely on pretty unhealthy
ways of coping with stress — drugs, sex.
“A lot of them will use adult services,” Alpert adds. “Some of
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Megan Basham is a woman with a
plan for your man. Her assumption is
that most women want to be at home
with the children, leading an intensely
domestic life. Who knows? I don’t.
But it’s certainly a popular idea that
is being given voice in our culture. Only
harridans insist that women should
work from want — either from fear of it
or just wanting to.
Basham’s idea is that, by becoming
a cross between a career counselor
and motivational coach, you can guide
your husband toward a fulﬁlling and,
not incidentally, high-earning career
which will allow you to retire home and
indulge your inner Martha Stewart.
Hence the title “Beside Every
Successful Man.” The subtitle: “A
Woman’s Guide to Having It All.”
Her own husband, she explained,
was typical of many men in their 20s
and 30s today in that he bounced
around from job to job and was deeply
unhappy in the ones where he made
money. Mainly ﬁnance.
She took things in hand and in
probing conversations discovered what
he really wanted to be was a television
weatherman. Together, they made
sacriﬁces, and he did realize the dream.
He now works on a morning show in
Tucson, Ariz. It’s a lovely story.
But as a general prescription?
Hmmmm. Basham interviews the wives
of very successful men to show the
role their wives played in their rise.
Obviously, she’s not thinking of you
guiding your husband toward a modest
bump income. Rather, he really has to
be positioned to bring home enough to
support a comfortable, maybe really
comfortable, lifestyle.
To do this you coach and encourage
him, teach him to visualize the route
to success, research his opportunities,
and perform all sorts of ancillary duties
that some men might just construe as
pressure.
And even if you do manage to put
him front and center on the wageearning front, what about the doubleD’s and the E? Death, Divorce and, now,
the Economy. With what’s happening,
and what’s coming, sitting home might
seem like taking a high-risk position in
a volatile market.
Sherryl Connelly

